
Screamo Teamo Accessible Wishlist

What is Pitch Wars?

Pitch Wars is a mentoring program where published/agented authors, editors, or industry interns
choose one writer each to spend three months revising their manuscript. It ends in February with
an Agent Showcase, where agents can read a pitch/first page and can request to read more.

Who are we?

Skyla Arndt has always loved the creepy, crawly side of life. When she was younger, she thought
that love might translate to hunting Bigfoot, but luckily for him, writing proved easier. She was a
2020 Pitch Wars mentee so she knows a thing or two about multitasking revision with doomsday
prepping. Her debut novel TOGETHER WE ROT is coming out in 2023 from Viking/Penguin.

Alex Brown is a queer, biracial Filipino American writer who loves rooting for the final
girl--especially if she’s also a monster. Alex is no stranger to horror, as she’s worked as a
Showrunner’s Assistant on the final season of Supernatural, as well as the upcoming Resident
Evil live-action adaptation for Netflix. Alex is also the co-creator of The Bridge, a narrative
fiction podcast that’s had over 1,000,000 downloads to date! Alex was a Pitch Wars Alternate in
2014, and has previously served as mentor in Author Mentor Match. She will have a short story
published in Tori Bovalino’s THE GATHERING DARK: AN ANTHOLOGY OF FOLK
HORROR, which will be out in Fall 2022 from Page Street.

Together we are looking for the spooky, swoony book of our dreams. If you would describe your
story as horromance then you’re in the right spot. We are mentoring YA this year, but we are
open to NA as long as you are willing to potentially age your story down. We promise to be your
biggest cheerleader and to get your story as spooky as possible.

Ok, onto the fun part. Time to scream about what we want:

● Give us all the horror! Nothing is too much for us.

○ Is there a creepy manor with forbidden wings and brooding lords? Is there a local

urban legend plaguing a small town? Ghosts? Ghouls? Vampires? Werewolves?

■ Bonus points if anything listed above is done in a fun, diverse, and

interesting way! Would love some cool takes on werewolves in particular

(i.e. Netflix’s The Order)



● More bonus points if the love interest or main character IS the monster

● Can you comp your story to one of the following?

○ Wicked Deep

○ House of Salt and Sorrows

○ Rules for Vanishing

○ Hades/Persephone (bonus points for Hadestown)

○ What We Do In the Shadows

○ Knives Out (but horror!)

○ The Babadook

○ Netflix’s The Haunting of Hill House

○ Buzzfeed Unsolved: Supernatural

● Voice, voice, voice

● Villain love interests. Yes, please.

○ Does the main character become a villain, too? Also yes

● Lush, eerie settings that swallow you whole and refuse to let you go

○ Should we fear the woods? The ocean? That one oddly menacing rock in the

center of town? Anything that’s as creepily atmospheric as Bioshock

○ “The ocean is terrifying and lovely.” Something like that.

● Generational curses and whispering pines, doors you shouldn’t open and teeth too sharp

● Stories that give off any of the vibes of our visual wishlist

● Lyrical, atmospheric prose

● A sharp sense of humor

● Angst

● Enemies to lovers, friends to lovers, summoner and demon to lovers--

●   Queer horror, we cannot stress this enough!

● A fun horror take on a concept that’s usually a different genre (like HAPPY DEATH

DAY and time-loops or FREAKY with body swaps) would also be a scream

● If your story involves anything from Filipino folklore, please send it!

● Dark comedies! If your book is like ELECTION but also horror we want it!

● A diverse cast of characters



● If it’s fun + meta + kinda campy + horror then it’s for us!

● If it has the feel of a found footage movie, we’re automatically in!

NO LIST

We’re not a good match for the following:

● Non horror contemporary

● High Fantasy or Sci-fi

● Anything without a romantic subplot

● Anything that redeems an abuser

● Stories that revolve around--or make light of--suicide

Mentoring Style:

The two of us are prepared to love and protect you--and we will! Publishing can be filled with

some pretty epic moments, as well as some devastating low points, and we plan to be there with

you every step of the way!

We like to start with big picture thoughts first and drill down from there as the revision process
goes on. We think it’s important to have a conversation with our mentee first to discuss the
broader revision ideas that we have in mind and see if our vision aligns. We also love to
brainstorm during these chats and bat ideas/thoughts back and forth. To us, this process is highly
collaborative, and it’s also driven by what our mentee wants their story to be. We can throw out
fifty ideas, but at the end of the day the ones we want to focus on/help our mentee work into their
manuscript are the things that they’re most passionate and excited about.

After we’ve had our initial conversation and we have a better idea of what revisions will look
like, we will craft that edit letter and send it along! If there’s a tv show or movie that feels like
something our mentee is trying to do, we also strongly urge that they watch a certain episode or
the film in order to see how a certain plot element/character/reveal/theme is carried out in
another piece of media. We really do think we can learn a lot about writing books from different
sorts of media and try to incorporate that into the edit letter when we can.

Once we get past the first revision, we’ll do a line edit pass and also leave some comments in the
MS. Some will be about what could still be fixed up, but for the most part it’ll be us fangirling
over how awesome all the changes are and how badass our mentee is!



We’re always available if our mentee needs to chat in any way that makes them feel comfortable.
Communication is key! If you don’t want to Skype/Zoom and only ever want to IM, that’s cool!
Just let us know and we’ll adjust to you!


